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Responsibilities of global trading powers in the Asian century

Executive Summary
• Most participants agreed that increased power and influence should be accompanied
by greater responsibility to preserve public goods and to enforce international regulations. However, the way in which responsibility for specific policy fields should be
distributed between established and new global trading powers remained a contentious issue.
• Although the existence of global values was recognized in principle, greater openness
to cultural and historical differences is needed.
• Most participants saw a high risk of instability in the new non-polar or multipolar
world. In such a world, strengthening the rule of law was considered a critical issue.
Another way of reducing instability could be to establish a “rule by technocrats” with
individual countries taking on the responsibility for the regulation of specific policy
fields.
• However, such proposals would require global trading powers accepting limitations
on their national sovereignty and were therefore received by the majority of participants with skepticism.
• Terrorism and extremism, and the maintenance of maritime security were identified
as the central tasks for the global trading powers in the Asian century.

Emerging Powers as Global
Stakeholders

levels of responsibility and is providing large

In terms of their economic strength, sphere

na’s rise need not be interpreted as a threat,

of influence, and status as global trading

and reminded that a country’s rise and fall

powers, China, Japan, India and South Korea

was relative. They reiterated China’s support

have important stakes in the development of

for the multilateral world order and the un-

the international system. This was reflected

derstanding that multilateralism necessitat-

by participants from China, who reaffirmed

ed the “full rule of law.” Doing so, however,

their country’s readiness to accept greater

meant China was entering “new waters.”

international responsibility and to contrib

Finally, they stated that China accepted the

ute both to the reform of the international

universal values of human rights and the

system and global free trade. They pointed

rule of law, but also had its own set of values

out that China, as a permanent UN Security

based on Chinese culture and history.

numbers of UN peacekeeping troops.
Chinese participants reassured that Chi-

Council member, had already taken on high

Chinese panelists were also careful to low-
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er the expectations that other participants

and fulfillment of minimum standards in

had for China. They pointed out that China

the countries from which they benefited

is still the world’s largest developing coun-

economically.

try, that about 200 million Chinese citizens
remain below the poverty line, and that the
country is ranked 80th in terms of per capita
income. As such, the “Chinese dream” of increasing prosperity throughout the country
and China’s responsibility to its own p
 eople

The Emergence of a New World
Order

would remain at the focus of Chinese politics.

Which direction will the world order develop through the interplay of new and old powers? Many participants viewed the current
international order as a “no man’s world” – a
“non-polar,” polycentric order with no clear
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structure. Other participants questioned the
necessity of a new world order, advocating

China’s peaceful development was unani-

a reform and adjustment of the existing sys-

mously viewed as a great opportunity. How-

tem. This included integrating new institu-

ever, the risks and uncertainties associated

tions, such as the BRICS development bank,

with China’s rise were also brought up by

instead of competing with them. At the same

some participants. They pointed out that dif-

time, it also implied Europe would have to

ficulties could arise at the international level

contribute more towards the reform of insti-

if the fulfillment of the Chinese dream were

tutions such as the World Bank and the IMF;

to be accompanied by a new wave of Chinese

as well as to the proper enforcement of exist-

nationalism. Moreover, it was unclear which

ing regulations.

form of international order China was pur-

An Asian participant called on the struc-

suing. China was viewed by some as acting

ture of the world order and global govern-

with increasing confidence and infringing

ance to be made “as

international regulations; one participant


boring as the govern-

even characterized Chinese regional politics

ment

as revisionist and militarist. However, these

This scenario required
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individual countries to

tained that China had been conducting itself

take on responsibility

with restraint.

for specific issues rath-

civil

service.”

“The structure of
the world order and
global governance
should be as boring as
the government civil
service.”

China has yet to take on a leadership role

er than for regions,

in developing or implementing internation-

and placed global lead-

al regulations. This led some participants to

ership in the hands of technocrats. However,

stress that global trading powers must fo-

as great powers also have to assume great

cus on more than just access to raw materi-

responsibility, they would have to aim for


als. Global trading powers were then viewed

more than mere representation. Consequent-

as responsible for the political development

ly, great powers would have to state clearly
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the objectives they wished to achieve through
their increased levels of responsibility. This

Relinquishing Sovereignty as
a Way Out?

was reflected in one participant’s call for
“reform for responsibility.” In this situation,

One participant argued that international law

emerging powers would only be provided

was only as strong as the will of the largest

with greater influence and involvement in

states, as they ultimately enforce internation-

decision-making after having clearly stated


al law. However, it was also clear that weak-

those global public goods on which they in-

ening or circumventing rules and institutions

tended to focus. This initial process would be

came with a price. The participant main-

undertaken as part of an equal exchange with

tained that although international law was

established powers.

often developed at an extremely slow pace

Established and new powers were viewed

and that doing so remained dependent on

as being equally responsible for the further

the will of states, examples such as the Inter-

development of the international order and

national Criminal Court (ICC) demonstrated

ensuring adherence to international regula-

that establishing and reforming international

tions. Chinese participants stressed that Chi-

law was certainly worth the effort. Neverthe-

na was also playing an active role in this area.

less, the ICC also revealed the limitations of

China was engaged in UN Security Council

international law. The court has been unable

reform, and helped establish additional poli-

to take action on Syria as blockades by cer-

cies and forums aimed at facilitating conflict

tain states – which regularly involve coun-

resolution. Nonetheless, the Chinese partici-

tries such as the US and China – have pre-

pants reminded that China was continually

vented the UN Security Council from drafting

exposed to criticism. Representatives of other

a resolution. This situation, it was argued,

Asian states also defended themselves against

weakened the United Nations and clearly il-

accusations that developing countries were

lustrated the need for reform. One partici-

uninterested in international law, and in-

pant reiterated that the US had a “different

stead stressed that weak countries particular-

attitude” towards international law than Eu-

ly needed international law.

rope and called for “flexible ways” to look at
international law and values.
As a way out of the blockade of the UN
Security Council, several participants advo
cated a limited relinquishment of sovereignty. They pointed to action taken by interna-
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tional institutions that went against the will
of individual member states. Examples in-

Dealing with Extremism:
The New Challenge

cluded action by the World Health Organi

“Powerful states
must lead the way in
r elinquishing sovereignty and surrender
to the rule of law.”

zation in the case of

In addition to reform of the international sys-

epidemics or sanctions

tem, emerging powers were said to be tak-

imposed by the UN Se-

ing on greater responsibility for dealing with

curity Council on cli-

fragile states and growing levels of interna-

mate change.

tional extremism. The Chinese delegation

One participant re-

reiterated its aim to work together with in-

minded that “the pow-

ternational partners to combat terrorism. It

erful states are needed

argued that China has also been the victim of

here,” as such action would require them to

terror attacks and that the country was deter-

relinquish sovereignty. The consequences for

mined to stop the spread of terror. A senior

leading countries were not always pleasant,

Chinese representative maintained that: “Ter-

as the example of Germany showed. Rulings

rorism is a threat to the world and we must

had been given by the European Court that

address the problem together.” Other partici-

criticized or ran counter to German national

pants warned that the fight against terrorism

interests. Accordingly, “powerful states have

must not perpetuate terror. Terror had to be

to accept that they may lose such court cas-

combatted by legal means to avoid strength-

es” and acceptance of this situation will have

ening support for terrorist organizations.

to become more predominant in internation-

Moreover, it was argued that the legitimate

al politics.

fight against Islamic extremism should not be

Participants from Asia, Europe and the US
viewed the likelihood of relinquishing sov-

used as a pretext for trampling on minority
rights.

ereignty in the international context with

The participants agreed that greater focus

pessimism. They argued that various inter-

must be placed on understanding why terror-

national agreements have already failed and

ist organizations such as Islamic State (IS) are

that new concepts such as “responsibility to

attractive to young people and particularly to

protect” were stagnating because of a lack of

a “lost generation.” Furthermore, appropriate

willingness to accept limitations on national

anti-terror early warn-

sovereignty. This led one participant to con-

ing systems must be

clude that, “we will have to lower our aims

established. IS, it was

if we are not to be continually disappointed.”

argued, possessed high

As deepening international law was viewed

levels of “soft power”

as unlikely to be successful, these partici-

and this meant that all

pants advocated a focus on upholding exist-

states had to engage in

ing international law.

the “war of ideas.” The
participants

“The fight against
t errorism must be
conducted by legal
means – otherwise
it will result in new
forms of terror.”

conclud-

ed that extremism’s appeal was to be found
in its status as a “revolt against the establishment,” and as a revolt against Western values
and institutions. Subsequently, extremism
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constituted a clash of civilizations, and this

opportunities should be created to discuss dif-

implied the need for a fundamental change

ferent ideas to help break down “cultural

in attitudes towards the Middle East, includ-

m isunderstandings.”

ing respect for local values.

The participants agreed
that protection for the
needy, self-determination, freedom of expression and access to

An Appeal for Greater Cultural
Openness

“The West will have to
accept the existence
of different forms of
democracy.”

justice belonged to the
cannon of universal human rights. However,
they also reminded that rights resulted in

One participant from Europe admitted that

obligations.

the West was prone to forcing its own set of
values onto other regions, particularly the
Middle East and Asia. This approach was rejected in favor of proceeding with “modesty
and clarity”: modesty with respect to West-

Maritime Security

ern objectives, and clarity regarding the
realities on the ground. This implied that a

There was general agreement that ensuring

“geography of values needs to take prece

free and secure maritime trade routes pre-

dence over the value of geography.” Another

sented a further challenge for the Asian trad-

European participant also called for a culture

ing powers. Participants praised internation-

of tolerance towards other value systems, but

al efforts to combat piracy, but stressed that

warned against showing tolerance toward

the causes of piracy were to be found on land.

those who questioned such values.

Thus, the international community would

The appeal for greater cultural openness

have to intensify efforts to improve the living

towards non-Western values was also support-

conditions of people in Africa so that piracy

ed by an Asian participant. The example of

was no longer viewed by some as a potential

elections in Afghanistan was used to illustrate

form of earning a living.

the argument that the West must accept the

Some Asian participants criticized China’s

existence of different forms of democracy,

approach to maritime issues in Asia. China’s

and that Afghani democracy could not simply

extensive territorial claims and its tough con-

be rejected out of hand. Instead, increased

duct were viewed as endangering security
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and freedom on sea routes in the East and

the principles of international law and re-

South China Sea. These participants argued

frain from unilateral action. Moreover, nego-

that the situation along these routes had

tiations on a code of conduct would have to

worsened and risked ending in illegal annex-

be accelerated.

ations. Furthermore, the Convention on the

Chinese participants stressed that China

Law of the Sea was being ignored and there

wanted “friendly and sincere” relations with

was an identifiable risk that the current sta-

its neighbors and that it would contribute to

tus quo would be disrupted through unilat-

building these relations through new insti-

eral action undertaken by force. Consequent-

tutions and structures aimed at promoting

ly, the states in the region had to adhere to

peace between Asian trading powers.
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